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I. INTRODUCTION
The development of computer software for microprocessors is materially aided by the
assembler program; such programs generally allow the use of mnemonic variable names instead
of absolute addressing and they will com pute relative addresses for branching instructions
and other useful functions. The programmer's task can then emphasize program ;ontent
rather than the specific forms required by the target microprocessor instruction set.
The NASA Tri-University team at Ohio University is designing low-cost, micro-
computer-based navigation receivers, and the assembler described in th* paper was
implemented for support or this project effort.
Ohio University provides computer services to its departments from a central site
utilizing remote communication terminals. The flexibility of the environmentprovided by
IBM's Virtual Machine Facility fll and the Conversational Monitor System X2,31 make
possible the convenient assembler access described herein.
This implementation of the assembler for the MOS Technology 6502 microprocessor
chip serves a part of the present need; it forms a model for support of other microprocessors,
for which we expect to have applications in the future.
The 6502 Assembler is in current use for development of Omega navigation software
for the Ohio University Soft.vare-Based Receiver, the developmental models of which use the
JOLT (TM) and KIM-1 (TM) microcomputer hardware.
II. MOS TECHNOLOGY 6502 MICROPROCESSOR INSTRUCTIONS
The MOS Technology 6502 Microprocessing Unit (MPU) integrated circuit chip
is used in the JOLT and KIM-1 microcomputer units, in combination with appropriate
read-only-memory and random-access memory chips. The MPU chip has some 55 unique
operations, each of which mcy be performed upon data in a varie r/ of ways. Some thirteen
addressing mo des allow flexibility in applying the 6502s basic logical operations to data.
Figure 1 reproduces the JOLT microcomputer reference data for addressing modes
and instructions. The KIM-1 data are identical.
The complete descriptio,-is of the 6502 addressing modes and instructions are contained
; n the JOLT and KIM-1 literature (see references 4,5,6); they will not be repeated here.
The 6502 Ass mbler accepts the mnemonic forms of all 6502 instructions as operation codes.
Addressing modes are determined by the type of assembler operand entered with the operation
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Figure I. JOLT or KIM-] Operation Codes and Addressing Modes Summary.
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rIII.	 65r.' ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE
Th is description of the 6502 Assembler Language provides a user's guide to writing
assemb^,r statements for the MOS Technology 6502 microcomputer chip instruction set. The
assembler allows selection of basic 6502 operation codes (opcode) or :.ertain additional
operations defined by the assembler which aid the programmer in establishing data areas,
constants and program floN control. This description is heavily dependent on Rankin's
Cross-Assembler Manual. Ell
Assembler input consists of a group of assembler statements followed by an END
assembler instruction. Outputs consist of a "clean" (formatted) version of the input state-
ments, error messages as appropriate, and a hexadecimal output file containing program
object code in a format readable by JOLT or KIM-1 hex program loaders.
A. Assembler Source Statement Format. A source line has four parts: a label field,
an opcode field, an operand field, and a comment field. The fields are defined by one to
any number of spaces separating them. A total line is up to 72 characters long.
Label - A label must start in the first position in the line. If the first position is blank, no
label is assumed. A label must start with an alphabetic character and can be 1 to 6 characters
in length. All base page labels must appear before their first use as an operand.
11 	 It
	 the first position of the line indicates that the line is to be taken as a cornment.
Opcode - The opcode is three churacters long always proceeded by at least one space.
Opcodes are of two forms. The first form causes the creation of a machine instruction (1
to 3 bytes) and is known as a machine operation code( opcode). The second form is either
a control statement to the assembler, or it defines constants, addresses, or symbols and is
known as pseudo-opcode. Each pseudo-opcode will be explained below.
Operand - Most, although not all, opcodes require an operand for additional information,
such as an address. An operand is preceeded by, and terminated by, a space. The exact
form of the operand determines in part which addressing mode is to be used.
Comments - After the operand (or opcoda if no operand required) and a trailing space, the
remainder of the line can b3 devoted to comments and is not processed by the assembler.
1 . AddressingModes. The 5502 has 13 addressing modes. Consult the summary
sheet, Figure I. for which instructions use ,^hich modes, and for mnemonics. The following
paragraphs give addressing moles and operands required.
Implied - Any instruction which uses implied addressing does not need an operand.
Immediate_- This mode places the operand valua as the second byte of the assembled
struction. The operand has the form = Label L +/- '''7, = N , or =' V. Where I...I is optional,
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Relative - Relative addressing is used for branching statements and has two forms. In the
first form, the operand is label [+/- ^ ] or 	 In this form the operand must be Nithin +127
to -128 of the current program counter (when pointing to the start of the next instruction).
In the second form the cFfset is given by +/- # -/here +/- x must be in the range +127 to -128
and is the relative jump from the start of the next instruction.
Absolute - Absolute addressing creates 3 bytes of machine code (1 for the instruction and 2
for address). It has the form label [+/-,'], 0 1 or * 1+/- 1, where * is the value of the
program counter.
Z. Page - Zero-page addressing is same as absolute except that the address has a value of
less tRan 255. Note that labels appearing in the operand must be previously defined or
improper assembly will result.
Accumulator- Operand is A. A is a reserved symbol and cannot be used otherwise as a
label.
Indexed - Indexed addressing can either be zero-page or absolute and use either index
register (if allor^ed by the instruction). The form is Add, X or Add, Y where Add is an
address formed as described for addresses in absolute and zero page addressing.
Indexed Indirect - Indexed indirect addressing uses only the X register. The operand is
added to X which then points to a full address stored in the base page. Form is (Add, X)
where .Add is an address as described in zero page addressing.
Indirect Indexed - Y is added to the address in Add with carry added to address in Add+l.
The fetch is obtained from the resulting memory location. Form is (Add), Y where Add hus
some form as above.
Indirect - Use only in the JM a instruction and has form (Add).
B. Assembler Instructions (Pseudo-Opcodes).
ORG a	 Sets program counter to
END	 Ends Assembly
Label EGU M - Assigns the value of M. to label rather than the value of the program counter.
M may contain a simple expression consisting of Label [-t-/ ], or x. tit must be positive
and label previously defined.
	
No code is g,nerated.
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1	 ,
[Label] ADR Lab [+/-k ] - Places value of operand into memory. If both operand and PC
are less than 256,1 byte of code is created, otherwise 2 bytes. Normally the operand is
an address.
[Label ] ASC',^^'^a:Yar^ -Stores up to 40 ASCII characters in memory. 1 byte of code is
generated for each character.
[La bel] OCT Nu m [,Num...] - Stores in memory up to 40 octal numbers .,/here Num is 1
to 40 Octal numoers separated by commas. Each number results in 2 bytes of code. If
number has prefix of - , the 2 S complement of the number is stored. Base prefixes must
not be used in Num.
[Label] HEX Num [,Num...] - Same as OCT except that Num is in HEX and 1 byte is
generated for each num er.
[Label] DCM Num [, Nurn ... I - Same as OCT except N , jm is in decimal.
[La bel] INT Num [,Num...] - Same as Drl , , except I byte is generated for each number.
[Label] BCD Num F, Num...] - Some as INT except numbers are stored in BCD and negative
numbers stored as 10's complement.
C. Example Statements.
1 This program is to demonstrate addressing modes
2 K	 and does not represent an actual program
3 001 10 ORG S10
4 0010 Label 1 BSS 10
5 OOIA 10 ADR Label 
6 0100 O RG 256
7 0100 J	 EQU 10
8 0100 31 Label 2 ASC'123'
O101 32
0102 33




10 0107  00 HEX 00,-00, A',
0103 00
0109 AA
11 010A 23 DCM 9000
23
12 OIOC 10 INT 16








































CM° Label 1-+-5,X Indexed ADD.
FOR (Label 1,X) Indexed Indirec.
SBC (Label 1-1 ),Y Indirect Indexed
JMP (Label 2)	 Indirect
END
IV.	 USE OF THE 6502 ASSEMBLER IN THE CMS ENVIRONMENT
At Ohio University, central computer resources are available through use of remote
terminals connected to an IBh1 System/370 Pvlo^J'el 158 computer system running the Virtual
Machine Facility (VM/370). The 6502 Assembler is stored on the Conversational Monitor
System (CMS) virtual disk assigned to virtual machine AVENCTR. This disk is also avail-
able to virtual machine AVIONICS in read-only mode. In practice, AVENCTR access is
used for assembler maintenance and disk storage. AVIONICS machine access is generally
used for operation of the assembler to produce hex input tapes for the JOLT or KIM-1
microcomputers used in Ornega navigation work.
The remainder of this section is devoted to describing the CMS environment in which
the user accesses the 6502 assembler, and it presumes a working knov;ledge of CMS on the
part of the reader. Assembler maintenance is discussed in Section ^'.
a
A. Assembler Operation. First, the user must establish communicatl0ri with the
VM/370 system. Eithcr by dialing the telephone number for 110-baud or 300-baud operation,
as appropriate for the terminal device, or by po,vering-up the terminal for direct-connected
devices, the user vill receive the "VM/370 C)NL INE" mcssage. Type a carria g e return (CR)
in reply. After the pro--tiny aJt, type LOGON AVIONICS (CR). The system will reply
ENTER P ,,%SSVVURD and type a mask to avoid unauthorized observation of the password.
After the mask is typed, en`er the password in current use for machine AVIONICS. The
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system replies with the logon message, and ends :iith a prompting dot. The user is now
ready to begin CMS programming.
The 6502 Assembler is capable of operation in various modes, with various require-
ments from the user. In all cases; the assembler requires source program input either from
the terminal or from a CMS disk file. Terminal input is entered as user responses, line-
by-line, to prompting dots produced by the assembler. CMS disk files are produced by
use of the CMS Editor. The EDIT command begins the file-building process.
CMS files have compound names consisting of three parts. The user must enter
all three parts to describe completely the file. For 6502 Assembler operation, the first
two parts of the file description are arbitrary. The user may name his file anything he
wishe+s as long as the name does not conflict with an existing file name in his CMS
library. (The CMS "LISfFII_E" command may be used to print library file names.)
The third part of the file description is, for our purposes, either "A" or "C". This
character tells which CMS "disk" will be used for file storage.
As the AVIONICS and .AVENCTP, machines are currently configured, the A-disk
is permanent storage for CMS files. The disk will remain, even though the user logs off
the machine, to return later. Upon LOGON, a C-disk is formed, as temporary storage
for CMS file use in the current terminal session. This implies that additional storage space
is available to t'ie user for temporary files of his own, or for work files produced by the
6502 Assembler. The user can put files on the C-disk by using the character "C" as the
third part of his file description, or by copying files from the A-disk. The 6502 Assembler
will use the C-disk for all its work files to avoid cro.vding the A-disk (permanent file
space) with temporary files which will no longer be needed after assembly is complete.
For reasons which will become clear later, it is suggested that the user begin file con-
struction on the C-disk, copying correct files to the A-disk when desired for permanent
storage.
B. Suggested Usage of the Assembler and Files. After LOGON, the user has a
choice of using the Assembler to assemble input fi es directly from the terrninul, or from




in response to a prompting dot from CMS. T its command invof:es the 6502 Assembler and
replies "EXECUTION BEGINS..." and then issues a prom pting dot. At this point, the
user may type 6502 Assembler statements directly to Pass 1 of the Assembler. When the
Assembler "END" statement is entered, the Assembler enters Pass 2 and produces an output
listing on the terminal inciuJing any error messages necessary. When Pass 2 is completed,
the follo,/ing files will be found on the C-disk:
' The JASM, command, and others to be described later, is a CMS EXEC procedure,
written for this application. CMS allor:s these pseudo-commands to be built and
executed by t ,e user. See Appendix B for EXEC listings.
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JOLT CLEAN C - A listing of the user's input code, arranged in columnar form for ea-e
in reading. This file could be copied to the A-disk (or to another
C-disk file name) for retention and subsequent updating, if desired.
In fact, it must be copied or renamed beFore another JASM command
is issued or it will be replaced by another JOLT CLEAN C file from
the latest assembly. IF t^.e file is renamed, even though it is left
on C-disk, the new JOLT CLEAN C file from the next assembly
will not replace it.
JOLT HEXCODE C - A file containing the hex "object code" in hextope format for
reading by JOLT of KIM-l. To obtain this file on paper tape
for input to the microcomputer, the user must output thF file
to the Model 33 Teletype(T?V,^ nif using the CMS "TYPE" command.
If the user is opera.. ,g on another terminal type which has no paper
tape capability, he must save the JOLT HEXCODLE C file by copy-
ing it to the A-disk, logging off, and logging on toter using the
Model 33 terminal and issuing the TYPE comnon j for the file




(entry of assembler ^tatemenh)
COPY JOLT CLEAN C TEST PROD A
COPY JOLT HEXCODE C TEST HEX A
LOGOF
Loter, -n the Model 32!
LOGDr1 A^'IUr!ICS
TYPE TEST HEX A	 (with tape punch on before CR).
Ti;ese commands produce the assembled hexcode file, which the user saved on the A-disk
as TEST HEX A, and the cleand-up input file, which the user saved as TEST PROD A
before logofr. Later, when the Model 33 terminal .vith tape punch became available,
the user Irgged on and typed the hex file .vith the punch turned on 10 produce a tape
for cn;ry to the JOLT of KIM-l.
In many cases, this JASM TERMINAL mode may serve the user's need; one dis-
advantage to this method exists, however. Note that input from the terminal goes diree;ly
to the Assembler. Therefore, input errors may not be corrected by the user before the ass,^r mlj ly
proceeds. The CMS system allo ,;,s anotl-_L r operational mode which circumvents this ji;-
advantage. By bi-ilding a CMS file of Assembler input statements using the CMS Editor,
the use , can take advantage of this very po:/erful edit capability to correct knorm errors
in his input prior to assembly. After LOGON, the sequence is as follo.vs:
_P_
EDIT NWFILE TEST A
or	 EDIT MYFILE TEST C
Where MYFILE and TEST are arbitrary names assigned to the file by the user, and the A
or C denotes on which CMS disk the file still reside. It matters little whether the us;.r
specifies A or C at this point; remember, ho.vever, thot any files to be retained after
LOGOFF must be on the A-disk. The user then enters CMS input mode by issuing the
INPUT command and begins ty^,irag Assember input statements according to the formats
given earlier. In INPUT model, all typed input is stored, line-by-line, in the file
MYFILE TEST. If an error is detected, the user may elect to finish typing input and
then go back to correct it. If he desired to correct is when it occurred, he could enter
EDIT mode with a null CR and use CMS edit commands to change the erroneous line,
then re-enter INPUT mode to continue building the file.
When the file is complete, the user must enter EDIT moda with the null CR and
store the file on disk using the CMS FILE command.
(Note: Use of the CMS AUTOSAVE commend can aid in minimizing loss of data
in case of a machine malfunction. See the CMS Comrnond Guide.)
The user now has a 6502 Assembler input file stored on disk ready for assembly.
He should now issuf::
JASM MYFILE TEST A or JASM MYFILE TEST C
to retrieve the file and invoke tl^e Assembler. From this point on, assembly proceeds as
above, with JOLT HEXCODE C ind JILT CLEAN C files built. A program listing is
typed at the terminal with error messages as appropriate. Tile file copying considerations
are the some as above, except that the user rnay want to replace his input file ,vith the
JOLT CLEAN C file to take advao-age of the neat formatting performed by the Assembler,
facilitating later file update or correction. To do this, the user must issue:
COPY JOLT CLEAN C MYFILE TEST A (REPL;,CE)
This command takes the JOLT CLEAN FILE and repla-es the user file (here assumed to bE
on disk A) with it. The user may also want to copy the JOLT HEXCODE C file for later
use, if it is error-free and valuable.
One other option is ailo,ved for assemblies from CMS input files. If the user is
working with a large assembly, the time taken to type fr.ie listinn on ih^ terminal for each
assembly may be prohibitive. Instead, th ,i, user may ,vish to keep a "master" listing on
paper and update it by hand as program development proceeds. Then he can obtain a
program listing only after a series of changes to the input file, or after a major change
Aich renders his paper listing obsolete. To obtain an assembly without terminal listing
he should issue:
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JASM MYFILE TEST A NOLIST
Where, once again, MYFILE and TEST are arbitrary names assigned by the user, and A
denotes on which CMS disk the file is residing. The NOLIST option prevents the print-
ing of any terminal output during assembly. Instead, the listing goes into file JOLT
PRINTOUT C for possible later reference.
The user may well avant to scan this disk-resident printout file for errors after
each NOLIST assembly. To do this, issue:
JERRS
The JERRS command causes a scan of the JOLT PRINTOUT C file and prints any error
messages and the 6502 Assembler lines which generated them for the user's revie.v. Note
that JOLT PRINTOUT C is only produced when assembly is done using the NOLIST option
on the JASM command. If JERRS is issued after a normal assembly, no PRINTOUT file
wi I I be found and no output of errors wi II be given.
The user may find it useful to refer to the flow chart of Figure 2 and to the sample
terminal session of Figure S for additional information.
V.	 ASSEMBLER MAINTENANCE SUPPORT UNDER CMS
Maintenance of the 6502 Assembler generally is done using the AVENCTR virtual
machine. The master copy of the Assembler is located on the A-disk as file ASM6502
FORT°' -`.N AO, making it p rivate to this machine. The file contains the FORTRAN source
statements for the assembler (See Appendix D). A second copy is stored as AS106502
PFORTRAN AO, in a packet' format for backup in case of loss of the primary copy.
Maintenance usually takes the form of some update or alteration of the source
code and then a series of tests to verify that the r,:5ulting Assembler operates properly.
For this purpose, a set of maintenance FXEC procedures are provided in the AVENCTR
A-disk library. MBUILD provides for compilation of the ASM6502 FORTRAN file into
a MAINT MODULE C file which is then executed for testing. Later use of the WONT
MODULE C file is made by MASM, which works as does JASM, described earlier,
except that the MAINT MODULE file is used instead of the operational JOLT MODULE
A file.
Correct forms for these maintenance EXECS are:
MBUILD TERMINAL
or MBUILD ASMBL TEST C
or MBUILD ASM 13L TES f C NOLIST
MASM TERMINAL
or MASM TEST FILE C
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Figure 2. 6502 Assembler Data Flo,v.
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Figure 3. Sample Terminal Session.
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Figure 3. Sample Terminal Session (Cont.).
Again, file names are arbitrary, and the same files are built as described earlier for hex
codes and clean listings. To avoid interference .vith current operating modules, However,
all these maintenance files have MAINT as the first part of the file name.
When maintenunce and testing are complete, the operative MAINT MODULE C
must be copied to ,eplace the current version of JOLT MODULE C on the AVENCTR A-
disk. Then, subsequent use of JASM on either AVIONICS or AVENCTR machines
will result in assemblies using the updated Assembler.
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VIII.	 APPENDICES
A. Assembler Source Listing.
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